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			 Related Part Number
	
					PART	Description	Maker
	DR1P5-05D05 DR1P5-05D12 DR1P5-05D15 DR1P5-05S05 DR	All specifications are typical at nominal input, full load and 25C otherwise noted
	RSG Electronic Components GmbH

	NTE15049AC NTE15040-ECG NTE15048-ECG NTE15050AC NT	Surge arrester (gas filled). Nominal breakdown voltage 240VAC.
Surge arrester (gas filled). Nominal breakdown voltage 600VDC
Surge arrester (gas filled). Nominal breakdown voltage 230VDC
Surge arrester (gas filled). Nominal breakdown voltage 300VDC
Surge arrester (gas filled). Nominal breakdown voltage 90VDC
Surge arrester (gas filled). Nominal breakdown voltage 110VDC
Surge Arresters (Gas Filled) 避雷器（充气
Surge arrester (gas filled). Nominal breakdown voltage 350VDC
Surge arrester (gas filled). Nominal breakdown voltage 145VDC
Surge arrester (gas filled). Nominal breakdown voltage 470VDC
Surge arrester (gas filled). Nominal breakdown voltage 75VDC
Surge arrester (gas filled). Nominal breakdown voltage 120VAC.
	NTE Electronics, Inc.

	KR-1400AE 	Nominal capacity: 1400mAh; nominal voltage: 1.2V; charging time: 14-16 Hrs; internal impendance: 10.0mOhm cadnica
	SANYO

	KR-1100AAU 	Nominal capacity: 1100mAh; nominal voltage: 1.2V; charging time: 14-16 Hrs; internal impendance: 19.0mOhm cadnica
	SANYO

	NTE5296A NTE5240A NTE5241A NTE5242A NTE5243A NTE52	50 watt zener diode,  -5% tolerance. Nominal zener voltage Vz = 52.0V. Zener test current Izt = 240mA.
50 watt zener diode,  -5% tolerance. Nominal zener voltage Vz = 33.0V. Zener test current Izt = 380mA.
50 watt zener diode,  -5% tolerance. Nominal zener voltage Vz = 180.0V. Zener test current Izt = 68mA.
50 Watt Zener Diodes ±5% Tolerance
50 Watt Zener Diodes 5% Tolerance
50 WATT ZENER DIODES 【5% TOLERANCE
Low Current Operation at 250??A???Low Reverse Leakage,Low Noise Zener Diode(250??A?・￥?????μ?μ?????°????????????μ?μ?????????a?￡°???é???o3?o???????) 50μA低电流操作，低反向漏，低噪声稳压二极管（250μA工作电流，小反向漏电流，低噪声，齐纳二极管）
50 watt zener diode,  -5% tolerance. Nominal zener voltage Vz = 13.0V. Zener test current Izt = 960mA.
50 watt zener diode,  -5% tolerance. Nominal zener voltage Vz = 43.0V. Zener test current Izt = 290mA.
	NTE[NTE Electronics]
Fujitsu, Ltd.
NTE Electronics, Inc.

	EM631 EM600 EM621 EM671 EM672 EM633 	Single and dual output 1 to 1.5 Watt Nominal input DC/DC converters
	ARTESYN[Artesyn Technologies]

	0662005.HXSL 0662005.HXLL 0662005.ZRLL 0662001.HXL	LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Short lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating 5.00, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 10.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating 5.00, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 10.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (tape and reel) 750 pieces. Ampere  rating 5.00, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 10.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating 1.00, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 60.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Short lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating 1.00, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 60.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (tape and reel) 750 pieces. Ampere  rating 1.00, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 60.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Short lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .125, voltage rating 250, Nominal resistance cold ohms 1345.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Short lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .200, voltage rating 250, Nominal resistance cold ohms 2255.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Short lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .315, voltage rating 250, Nominal resistance cold ohms 1209.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Short lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .400, voltage rating 250, Nominal resistance cold ohms 180.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Short lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .500, voltage rating 250, Nominal resistance cold ohms 128.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Short lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .800, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 78.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Short lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating 2.00, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 29.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Short lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating 2.50, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 24.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Short lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating 1.25, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 45.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Short lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating 3.15, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 17.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Short lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating 1.60, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 37.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Short lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating 4.00, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 13.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Short lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .250, voltage rating 250, Nominal resistance cold ohms 1460.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Short lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .160, voltage rating 250, Nominal resistance cold ohms 2960.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .125, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 1345.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (tape and reel) 750 pieces. Ampere  rating .125, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 1345.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .160, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 2960.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (tape and reel) 750 pieces. Ampere  rating .160, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 2960.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .200, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 2255.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (tape and reel) 750 pieces. Ampere  rating .200, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 2255.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .315, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 1209.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (tape and reel) 750 pieces. Ampere  rating .250, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 1460.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (tape and reel) 750 pieces. Ampere  rating .400, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 180.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .400, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 180.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (tape and reel) 750 pieces. Ampere  rating .315, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 1209.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .250, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 1460.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (tape and reel) 750 pieces. Ampere  rating .500, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 128.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (tape and reel) 750 pieces. Ampere  rating .800, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 78.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (tape and reel) 750 pieces. Ampere  rating 2.00, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 29.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (tape and reel) 750 pieces. Ampere  rating 4.00, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 13.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (tape and reel) 750 pieces. Ampere  rating 1.60, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 37.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (tape and reel) 750 pieces. Ampere  rating 2.50, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 24.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (tape and reel) 750 pieces. Ampere  rating 1.25, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 45.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (tape and reel) 750 pieces. Ampere  rating 3.15, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 17.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating 2.00, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 29.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .500, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 128.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .800, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 78.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating 2.50, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 24.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating 1.25, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 45.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating 4.00, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 13.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating 3.15, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 17.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating 1.60, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 37.
	Littelfuse

	CD3156 CD3154 CD3155 	8.4 VOLT NOMINAL ZENER VOLTAGE + 5%
	CDI-DIODE[Compensated Deuices Incorporated]

	BAL-CC25-01D3 	50Ω nominal input / conjugate match balun to CC253x, CC254x, CC257x, CC852x, CC853x, with integrated harmonic filter
	ST Microelectronics

	G2A031000 G2A061000 G2A081000 G2A091000 G2A241000 	General purpose reed retay. Nominal voltage 3 (VDC).
General purpose reed retay. Nominal voltage 6 (VDC).
General purpose reed retay. Nominal voltage 8 (VDC).
General purpose reed retay. Nominal voltage 9 (VDC).
General purpose reed retay. Nominal voltage 24 (VDC).
General purpose reed retay. Nominal voltage 5 (VDC).
General purpose reed retay. Nominal voltage 12 (VDC).
	Global Components & Controls

	TX2-12V 	TX-relay. 2 Amp. High capacity relay with high surge voltage & high breakdown voltage. Standard PC board terminal. Single side stable. Nominal voltage 12 V DC.
	Panasonic / NAiS
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